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these.Game developer
in San Jose California

are starting to get
tired of the Hollywood

types who love to
hang out in the park at

lunch. “It’s weird as
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heck,” said Ianto, a
designer at San Jose

based game
development company

Vlambeer, who
declined to give his
name. “But it’s not
like, you know, they

constantly come here,
they want to know

what’s going on. They
basically just come
here to talk to each
other. There aren’t,

like, any big
restaurants here.

There are a few fine
dining restaurants, but
most are just empty.”

Vlambeer is one of
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several companies
whose team members

say the main
attraction for the

park’s few visitors is
the free food and

spaces to spread out
and get away from the
office and the people
who work there. For
those who do stay in

town for lunch, a quick
run to Santa Clara or
San Francisco is an
easy day trip. “It’s
quite nice to come

here and, you know,
not be surrounded by
people,” he said. But
an increasing number
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of workers say they’re
fed up with the new

interloper, and want to
cut ties with San Jose
altogether. Some say

they want to live
there, but can’t afford
to do so. Others are

moving farther out of
the South Bay. The

company, which
makes surreal point-
and-click games like
Super Crate Box, has
about 30 employees.

Until recently, all lived
in San Jose, including
Ianto. But when the

company outgrew the
space where they
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worked, they realized
they needed to move

or else face a licensing
issue with one of the
games they make.

Ianto and other
players at the office
decided that they

wanted to move, but
ultimately had to stay
put — too far from the
Oakland-San Jose Bay

Bridge to make the
commute worthwhile.
Until recently, when

the company moved to
a bigger, quieter space

in San Francisco’s
South Beach

neighborhood, closer
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to public transit, they
had their pick of office

spaces in the tech
area of the city, or

nearby, leaving them
little reason to stay in
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